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Abstract 

This thesis was done for ABB Oy Distribution Solutions and consists of research and 

development regarding cross-platform application development.  

The background for the task was that the employer wanted to investigate in the 

possibilities of creating cross-platform applications with the technologies used at the 

company, primarily using Microsoft’s .NET platform. An existing application built by ABB 

using the Xamarin mobile framework was used as a basis for the research.  

The initial goal was to try and convert the mobile application to a desktop application, 

which would run on a Linux system. Because of the lack of support for creating graphical 

user interfaces for platforms other than Windows in .NET, plans were later changed.  

The final result was a web application, with the backend created with ASP .NET Core and 

the frontend created with React. Through this work it was shown that a web solution is 

sufficient in meeting the user interface needs of the application. 
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Abstrakt 

Detta examensarbete gjordes på uppdrag av ABB Oy Distribution Solutions och består av 

forsknings- och utvecklings arbete gällande plattformsoberoende applikationsutveckling. 

Ursprunget till examensarbetet var att arbetsgivaren önskade undersöka möjligheterna 

kring att skapa plattformsoberoende applikationer med de teknologier som används inom 

företaget, i synnerhet gällande Microsofts .NET. En existerande applikation byggd med 

Xamarin  togs som grund för undersökningen.  

Ursprungligen planerades en Linux-skrivbordsapplikation att skapas utifrån den 

exiserande applikationen. På grund av det begränsade stödet för grafiska 

användargränssnitt för plattformar andra än Windows i .NET, ändrades planerna senare.  

Resultatet blev en webbapplikation där serverdelen skapades med ASP .NET Core och 

användargränssnittet skapades med React. Genom arbetet visades att en webblösning är 

tillräcklig för att möta applikationens behov på användargränssnitt. 
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Tiivistelmä 

Tämä opinnäytetyö tehtiin ABB Oy Distribution Solutions-yksikölle. Aiheena on 

monialustaisen sovelluksen kehittäminen. 

Tehtävän taustana oli, että työnantaja halusi tutkia mahdollisuuksia luoda monialustaisia 

sovelluksia käyttäen yritykselle tuttua teknologiaa eli Microsoftin .NET:ia. Tutkimuksen 

perustana käytettiin olemassa olevaa sovellusta, jonka ABB rakensi Xamarin-

mobiilikehyksen avulla.  

Alkuperäinen tavoite oli yrittää muuntaa mobiilisovellus työpöytäsovellukseksi, joka 

toimii Linux-järjestelmässä. Tutkimuksen aikana ei löydetty kelvollista komponenttia, 

jolla voidaan luoda graafinen käyttöliittymä .NET-sovellukselle, joka tukisi Linuxia. Tämän 

perusteella luovuttiin työpöytäsovellusvaatimuksesta. 

Lopputuloksena on websovellus, jossa ASP .NET Corea ja Reactia käytettiin 

käyttöliittymän rakentamiseen. Tämän työn kautta osoitettiin, että webratkaisulla 

pystytään täyttämään sovelluksen käyttöliittymätarpeet. 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter serves as an introduction to the employer as well as gives a summary of the task 

and research carried out as a part of this work. 

1.1 Employer 

ABB Ltd (ASEA Brown Boveri) is an international company in the technology business, 

with its headquarters located in Zurich, Switzerland. The company is one of the world’s 

leaders in electrification products, robotics and motion, industrial automation and power 

grids. ABB operates in over 100 countries and employs about 135’000 employees, its annual 

revenue 2017 was 34.3 billion USD. The structure of the company comprises of four 

divisions, each with their respective business area: electrification products, robotics and 

motion, industrial automation and power grids. ABB’s products span a wide selection of 

components for the energy industry, a few of which are: electrical motors, generators, drives, 

PLC automation and safety relays.  

 

Figure 1 ABB logo 

The company ABB came into being after the historic merger between the Swedish ASEA 

and the Swizz Brown Boveri in 1988. ASEA, short for “Allmänna Svenska Elektriska 

Aktiebolaget”, was itself the outcome of a previous merger back in 1890 between Elektriska 

Aktiebolaget and Wenströms & Granströms Elektriska Kraftbolag, two Swedish companies, 

both founded in the 1880’s. ASEA went on to build the first three-phase transmission system 

in Sweden, it built nine out of twelve of Sweden’s nuclear reactors, the company is also 

credited with many other innovations in the field of power generation and application. A 

year after ASEA formed, Charles E.L Brown and Walter Boveri established Brown, Boveri 

& Cie (BBC). BBC became the first company to transmit high voltage power, produced 

Europe’s first steam turbines as well as being the supplier of Europe’s first large scale heat 

and power plant which produced alternating current. Since its establishment in 1988, ABB 
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has stayed true to its heritage by continuing the innovative tradition laid by its founders and 

is today a leading supplier in the electric power industry. [1] [2] 

ABB is present in Finland on several locations with production taking place in Hamina, 

Helsinki, Vasa and Porvoo; and development taking place in Helsinki, Tampere and Vaasa. 

In total ABB Finland employs around 5300 people, being the largest industrial employer in 

the capital area and the largest nationwide, with an annual revenue of 2.3 billion Euros. [3] 

This work has been carried out for ABB Oy Distribution Solutions, which is a part of the 

electrification products division. The unit is located in ABB’s local headquarters in Vaasa, 

Strömberg Park, on the address Muottitie 2. The unit’s product portfolio consists of several 

distribution and automation solutions, safety relays and other industrial communication 

solutions. 

1.2 Background 

A large part of the work done at ABB Oy Distribution Solutions concerns different types of 

devices working together in an electrical substation environment. The devices, called IEDs 

(Intelligent Electrical Device), at focus are different kinds of safety relays and 

communication gateways, Figure 2 shows one of the popular safety relays in the Relion® 

series. These IEDs, communicate through protocols defined by an international standard 

known as IEC 61850, which came into being in 2004 with a second edition being released 

in 2011. [4] 

 

Figure 2 REF615 
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With many IEDs, communicating with each other inside a substation, the task of configuring 

these devices would not be possible without appropriate tools. Through the years many ABB 

has developed many such configuration tools, the most recent one being Protection and 

Control Manager 600 (PCM600), first released in 2005, with version 2.9 released in April 

2018. Important parts of these configuration tools are flexibility and support, there is need 

to support not only all of ABB’s own IEDs but also others’ that fulfill the IEC 61850 

standard. 

With all the previous configuration tools built to run on the Microsoft Windows operating 

system, it is of interest to find out about the possibilities of building future tools with support 

on multiple operating systems. The main development environment used at Medium Voltage 

Products for application development is Microsoft’s .NET developer platform, meaning 

there are a lot of existing software components written for that platform which applications 

must be compatible with. 

1.3 Task 

The first part in this work is researching about the possibilities of creating cross-platform 

applications with the .NET platform and how such applications could be created. This 

involves exploring different technologies and evaluating them considering the employer’s 

needs. More weight will be put on exploring the .NET platform than other platforms as it 

was requested by the employer. Other aspects taken into in the research are the questions of 

modularity and testability of the individual software components, that is, how to create 

components which are not dependent on other specific components and how to make such 

components testable by automated tests. 

The second part of the work is a proof of concept of the research made in the first part. A 

cross-platform graphical user interface (GUI), is to be created, taking advantage of the design 

strategies explored in the research. The user interface will be built on top of existing 

application logic using cross-platform .NET libraries. The goal is to have the application and 

the user interface running on a general Linux distribution such as Ubuntu as well as on 

Microsoft Windows. The proof of concept application is to show off a few selected features 

form the existing application. 
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2 Theory 

This chapter gives an overview of the different concepts used throughout the work. The first 

sub-chapter gives an overview of different approaches to creating cross-platform 

applications, the following sub-chapters serve as introductions to the different technologies 

explored in the research.  

2.1 Cross-platform applications 

The term cross-platform commonly means software that has support on many platforms; 

platform can mean operating system or a different processor architecture, the focus here will 

be on different operating systems. The terms multi-platform and platform-independent are 

synonyms for cross-platform and the will be used interchangeably in this work. Techniques 

to achieve platform-independency can generally be divided into two categories, code that 

needs to be compiled separately for each platform and code which does not. [5] 

Achieving multi-platform support for an application can be a very desirable thing for a 

company, it can reduce development time and lower maintenance costs substantially for an 

application during its lifetime. A few of the most common ways of achieving cross-platform 

support will be introduced to give a basic understanding of the different approaches. 

2.1.1 Native applications 

By the term native applications, applications which are compiled to machine code are 

referred, these applications fall into the first category of cross-platform applications. 

Applications commonly run on an operating system managing the hardware of the computer, 

for applications to use the hardware, it must interact with the operating system. Applications 

do this by performing so-called system calls, defined by the OS. The system calls can be 

thought of as the OS’s application programming interface (API) through which all 

interaction between application an OS takes place, as shown in Figure 3. The term API is a 

general term used to indicate the set of functions a library expose, the term system API is 

used to refer to the OS’s exposed functionality. OS’s define their own system APIs, although 

there are standards such as the POSIX standard which define the API and increase software 

compatibility. [5] [6] [7] 
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Figure 3 Native applications 

Because of the differences in the system APIs, applications targeting one platform generally 

can’t run on another platform without modification. A way of creating native cross-platform 

software is using a language which compiles to native machine code and a compiler capable 

of conditional compilation. This means that the compiler compiles the software differently 

depending on the value of some variable defined at compile time, such a variable could e.g. 

define the targeted platform. The programmer provides platform specific code for all the 

supported platforms, this might be in the form of an existing abstraction library or code 

produced by the programmer, and the compiler compiles and links the program according to 

the defined conditions. [8] 

Today many operating systems are written in the C language, meaning their APIs are written 

in C. C compilers for most platforms ship with a standard library providing a standardized 

way for applications to interact with the operating system on a basic level. By using the 

standard library, the same code can be compiled for multiple platforms without modification. 

Still, applications may require features beyond what the standard libraries provide, in which 

case the programmer must use existing libraries for such tasks or make his own. [6] 

2.1.2 Virtual execution environment 

As native applications require compilation to achieve multi-platform support, as well as the 

languages often being more focused on low-level resource management, the programmer is 

often left with more control over the system than necessary; making application development 

complicated. In addition to this, native languages are required to provide all the cross-

platform code at the application level, usually in the form of a library or a framework. A way 

to simplify the development process while maintaining platform independency, is to: instead 

of targeting the actual OS, target a virtual execution environment (virtual machine or virtual 
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runtime) which can be implemented on various OSes. The virtual runtime then performs all 

platform dependent operations through the OS’s API, as can be seen in Figure 5. [9] 

 

Figure 4 Virtual machine layer 

This provides many benefits for application programmers, as the programmer does not have 

to concern himself with platform specific details, which in turn enables him to focus more 

on solving the actual problem. Software targeting the virtual runtime is easier to distribute 

since the runtime is the only dependency. It is possible for many different languages to 

compile down to a common intermediate language translated to machine code by the 

runtime. This enables language independence on the platform, meaning that supported 

languages integrate, and programs can be written in one or many of these languages. [10] 

The down sides of using a virtual platform is that application execution is somewhat slower 

under certain circumstances than native execution and the memory consumption is usually 

higher, this is partly because of the overhead introduced by the runtime. To run applications 

targeting the virtual platform, the platform must be present on all target machines, this can 

be a rather large dependency and isn’t a viable solution for all use cases. Also, since 

executing on a virtual platform, applications don’t have direct access to low-level 

functionality, although some virtual machines allow for low-level operations through 

different methods. [11] 

As an example of a bytecode compiled language: The Java language, ranked as the most 

popular programming language overall by TIOBE. Java runs on a virtual machine called the 

Java Virtual Machine (JVM), which besides Java supports a multitude of other languages, 

all compatible with each other, such as Kotlin, Scala, Clojure, Groovy and Ceylon. [12] [13] 
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2.1.3 Web applications 

Web applications are applications, which use a web browser to provide the application user 

interface and interact with the user, this in turn enables web applications to run on any 

platform with a web browser. The browser can be running as a native application or on a 

virtual runtime but from an application point of view it does not matter, as is illustrated in 

Figure 6. Web applications are mostly distributed systems, meaning that the application is 

running as multiple separate processes commonly on different computers, the GUI runs in 

the browser of the user while other parts of the application logic runs on one or many 

webservers; still, nothing prohibits running the server and the GUI on the same computer. 

[14] 

Being distributed, the web server applications themselves need not be cross platform, only 

the user interface they provide. Web standards exist to provide a common format for how 

the user interfaces are to be defined, this leaves the web application developer with great 

freedom in terms of choosing his technology.  

 

Figure 5 Web application user interface 

Web applications provide the same benefits as other cross-platform applications, but in 

addition to these they provide a greater accessibility in that they can be accessed through the 

internet in a web browser. They can be used on many devices, they don’t require any 

installation or maintenance for a user, it is easy to adapt the application to an increased 

workload as the application is centralized and the application is easier to monitor since only 

the server needs to be monitored and thus web apps also enjoy much security in this sense. 

[15] 
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2.2 Qt 

Qt, a cross-platform application programming framework is developed by the Qt Project 

which is backed by many companies and individuals. Qt was started in 1990 by two 

Norwegian developers, Haavard Nord and Eirik Chambe-Eng in Trondheim Norway, as 

there was a need for an object-oriented display system capable of running of Unix, 

Macintosh and Windows. Today Qt is more than a GUI toolkit, providing modules for most 

areas of application programming, Qt mainly provides libraries using the C++ and QML (for 

defining UIs) programming languages. Together with a C++ compiler, Qt makes use of its 

meta object compiler (MOC) which parses the source files prior to compilation and enables 

extensions to the C++ language, such as runtime metadata about objects and Qt’s signals and 

slots system. The Qt framework provides several tools to aid application development such 

as: qmake, the compiler frontend for native compilers; Qt Build Suite (QBS), a newer build 

system with support for JavaScript and packaging; Qt Creator, the official integrated 

development environment (IDE) for developing Qt applications, providing features such as 

syntax highlighting, intelligent code completion, debugger and an integrated help system.  

[16] [17] 

2.2.1 GUI modules 

Qt provides two modules for creating user interfaces, the first is Qt Widgets. Widgets is used 

mainly for creating static traditional desktop user interfaces, it’s a mature library that 

provides native look and feel for Windows, Linux and Mac OSX. Widgets UIs are made 

with Qt Creator’s embedded designer for defining the UI and uses C++ for defining 

functionality. 

The second module is Qt Quick, this module is newer than the Widgets module and targets 

in addition to desktop, also mobile, embedded and touch-screen devices. Qt Quick makes 

use of Qt’s QML language which enables UIs to be defined declaratively and makes it easier 

to define UIs with dynamic content. QML also integrates with JavaScript enabling 

developers to define actions and logic in JS instead of C++. 

Both Qt Quick and Widgets provide support for displaying web content through Qt’s 

QtWebEngine module, which integrates the Chromium browser’s web capabilities into Qt. 

Widgets and Qt Quick can also be used together in an application, like in Qt Creator where 

Widgets provide the base for the application and Qt Quick provide support for custom 

content. [18] [19] 
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2.3 .NET 

.NET is a development platform, created by Microsoft, initially under a proprietary license 

but later moving towards open source, that can be used for any kind of application 

development purposes. .NET is an umbrella term for frameworks implemented according to 

the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) standard specified in ECMA-335 and ISO/IEC 

23271. The ISO/IEC 23271 standard states that it “… defines the Common Language 

Infrastructure (CLI) in which applications written in multiple high-level languages can be 

executed in different system environments without the need to rewrite those applications to 

take into consideration the unique characteristics of those environments.”. In practice this 

puts .NET applications in the category of applications running on virtual machines. The CLI 

describes among other things:  

• The Common Type System (CTS), a set of data types shared by all programming 

languages that comply with CTS. 

• Common Language Specification (CLS), rules to which a language targeting the CLI 

must conform. 

• Common Intermediate Language (CIL), an instruction set for the intermediate 

language executed on the CLI. 

• Virtual Execution Environment (VES), the execution environment of the CLI. 

• Metadata, necessary information about the program structure, made available to the 

programmer through tools to aid development.  

 [20] [10] 

2.3.1 Architecture 

The architecture for frameworks implementing the CLI standard can be generally divided 

into a few components, each fulfilling parts of the standard. These components are: the 

runtime, Microsoft’s implementation is called the Common Language Runtime (CLR); the 

compiler platform, called Roslyn; programming languages and class libraries. 

The virtual machine component for .NET, CLR, provides a platform independent managed 

execution and development environment with various services code being executed; the 

services are exposed to the programmer through compilers and tools. For the runtime to 

provide services it needs information about the executable, this information, or metadata, is 

stored inside the executables and is used for loading classes, laying out objects in memory, 
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generate native code and various other tasks. The runtime manages memory resources, it 

allows for both native code, unmanaged by the runtime, to be used as well as managed code. 

CLR also provides various benefits such as: security, runtime boundary checks, e.g. array 

out of bounds checks and exception handling. [9] 

The compiler compiles source code written in a CLI compliant language to CIL instructions. 

The compiler output is called an assembly file which is based on the Windows Portable 

Executable (PE) format. The assembly file contains, other than the compiled program, 

metadata about the program. The format of the metadata is specified in the CLI standard and 

allows the compiler to draw valuable information from assemblies about the program 

structure which can be exposed to the programmer through development tools; the Roslyn 

compiler provides an API through which tools can access to this metadata. The metadata is 

also used for securing the identity of assemblies and for providing versioning information. 

Because of the CLS and the CIL standards, languages that comply with these seamlessly 

integrate on the .NET platform, this is illustrated in Figure 6. [21] 

Several high-level programming languages can be used to write .NET applications, the main 

one being C# which is also specified in the ISO/IEC 23270 and ECMA-334 standards. C# 

is a modern object-oriented programming (OOP) and type safe language, it takes after much 

of the syntax from the other C-family language and looks familiar to anyone having 

programmed in those languages. C# provides features such exception-handling enabling a 

structured way for error-handling and type-safety enabling many errors to be caught by the 

compiler at compile-time. While C# is the most used language for .NET applications by far, 

other languages such as Visual Basic (VB) and F# exist. VB was originally not a part of the 

.NET languages and has a long history in Microsoft’s environments, being released already 

in 1991 it lives on now as a part of .NET. The two previously mentioned languages belong 

to the object-oriented paradigm of languages, F# finds its place closer to the functional 

paradigm of languages while keeping some constructs from the OOP paradigm. [22] [23] 

[24] [25] [26] 
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Figure 6 Visual overview of the Common Language Infrastructure (CLI) 

2.3.2 .NET target frameworks 

To implement the .NET standard several components, need to be provided as to comply with 

the CLI standard. The minimum components are: a runtime environment and a class library. 

Beyond these, most implementations provide application frameworks, or app models, to ease 

application development as well as framework related tools such as graphical designers. 

These implementations are known as target frameworks, they provide a collection of APIs 

that applications can rely on. A short presentation of different frameworks will be given as 

well as an evaluation of their support for cross-platform development. [27] 

2.3.2.1 .Net Standard  

Before looking at the implementations, a common denominator for all implementations of 

.NET will be introduced, namely .NET Standard. With the increasing number of 

implementations of .NET, the need for allowing code to be reused across platforms has 

arisen. The standard does not provide any specification for a common base library, instead 

the formal .NET Standard specification has been created. .NET Standard specifies a base set 
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of APIs which each implementor of .NET must provide, the implementor must also advertise 

the version of .NET Standard it targets, with the implication that it supports all previous 

versions as well. .NET Standard can also be used as a target framework for creating libraries, 

this way one can be assured the library will work across different .NET platforms. The 

relationship between .NET platforms and .NET Standard can be seen in Figure x. [28] 

 

Figure 7 .NET target frameworks 

 

2.3.2.2 .NET Framework 

The .NET Framework is the oldest of the frameworks in the .NET family, being released in 

2002, and is the primary development platform on Windows. It is a mature framework 

providing a large class library and because of this can provide the highest level of 

compatibility for existing software. The framework is made up of the CLR runtime and class 

libraries, being structured this way a lot of services are managed by the runtime and comes 

as a single package; .NET Framework comes installed together with Windows.  

The framework supports multiple application frameworks such as: Windows Forms, 

Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), Windows Communication Foundation (WCF), 

ASP .NET, ASP .NET Web Forms, ASP .NET MVC, ASP .NET Web API, SignalR and 

more. Regarding cross-platform capabilities, the .NET Framework can only be used to create 

applications for Windows platforms. [29] [30] 
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2.3.2.3 .NET Core 

.NET Core is an open source implementation of .NET, by Microsoft. The framework can be 

used for creating web apps, microservices, libraries and console applications, with the 

benefit of these being cross-platform. Unlike the .NET Framework, .NET Core is a modular 

framework consisting of a runtime, framework libraries, SDK tools and the ‘dotnet’ app 

host. Being modular, .NET Core allows developers to only include the libraries needed, 

which often result in a smaller deployment footprint, developers are also free to manage 

versioning and can resolve versioning conflicts. .NET Core also features a command-line 

interface for its tools. 

 Officially supported application frameworks for .NET Core are the Universal Windows 

Platform and ASP .NET Core app models, however, there exists unofficial app models that 

attempt to bridge the gap to .NET Framework. ASP .NET Core is somewhat of a hybrid app 

model in that it can be used on .NET Framework as well, without the cross-platform benefits 

of .NET Core. .NET Core is officially supported on Windows, Linux and MacOS. [31] [30] 

2.3.2.4 Xamarin 

The Xamarin framework allows developers to use .NET to create native applications for 

mobile devices. Xamarin enables the application level code to be created as cross-platform 

while the user interfaces (UIs) are can be implemented natively for each target platform, or 

by using Xamarin.Forms for cross-platform. Xamarin was initially running on the open 

source Mono runtime, but is since also available for the CLR, Mono was the first open-

source implementation of .NET, developed by the community Mono Project. Mono initially 

attempted to make a cross-platform implementation of .NET Framework, meaning it does 

not feature the modular design .NET Core does.  

Although the purpose of Xamarin is to provide cross-platform support for mobile platforms, 

Xamarin also has support for desktop platforms through Xamarin.Forms. Xamarin supports 

IOS, Android and Windows natively, Xamarin.Forms has support for Android, IOS, 

Universal Windows Platform (UWP) on Windows 10, and preview support for GTK, macOS 

apps and WPF. [32] 

2.4 React & Redux 

React + Redux is a common combination used to create web applications. React is a 

JavaScript (JS) library, rather than a framework, for building web user interfaces and Redux 

is a library for managing the state and the flow of the application.  
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2.4.1 React 

React is developed by Facebook Open Source and is currently among the most popular 

solutions for creating interactive web UIs, it is particularly well suited for single page 

applications (SPA). React allows developers to use declarative code for creating the UI as 

well as manages the updating of the appropriate UI elements when data changes. By allowing 

components to be created individually and managing their own state, React allows for simple 

encapsulation of individual components. Since all component logic is written in JS, in 

React’s own JSX format, instead of templates, React allows state to flow through the 

Document Object Model (DOM), meaning application state can be stored outside the DOM. 

This is made possible using ‘props’, props are a way for parent components to pass data to 

child components, in code it looks like HTML attributes, see Figure 8. 

React, being a library and not a framework, makes no assumptions about the rest of the 

technology being used, thus it allows for great flexibility. JSX is the special declarative 

language of React, in JSX a component is declared using HTML and CSS embedded in JS, 

JS expressions can likewise be evaluated in component declarations, this can be seen in 

Figure 8. React can be written in the ECMAScript 5 or ECMAScript 6 standards or in the 

Typescript language, in case of the two latter a transpiler such as Babel can be used to 

transpile the code to ECMAScript 5 which is supported on all major browsers. [33] [34] [35] 

class Demo extends React.Component { 

  render() { 

    return ( 

      <div> 

    { 

       this.props.selected 

   ? <p>`I am chosen!`</p> 

   : <p>`I am forsaken!`</p> 

    } 

        Hel<p>{this.props.name}</p> 

    <button onClick={this.props.alertUser}></button> 

      </div> 

    ); 

  } 

} 
 

 

Figure 8 Simple React JSX example 
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2.4.2 Redux 

Redux is a state container for any JS applications providing a consistent application 

behavior. Redux makes use of a concept called the store, the store is an immutable JS object 

containing all the state of the application, the store can be thought of as the single source for 

truth in a Redux app. The reason for the store being immutable is for Redux to be able to 

compare the old state to the new state and determine which parts of the UI should be re-

rendered when the state is modified. 

In addition to the store, Redux allows for use of middleware, such as redux-thunk, a 

middleware for performing asynchronous API requests. When using React it would be 

cumbersome to inject all the state for the application through props, as parent components 

would have to manage state belonging to their children. To resolve this issue Redux provides 

a wrapper function, ‘connect’, for React components by which React components may be 

wrapped by Redux and have the state which concerns them injected to them directly from 

the store. These wrapped or ‘connected’ components are commonly called containers while 

other non-wrapped components are just called components. 

Part of the structure Redux provides is in the data flow it uses; the flow follows a strict 

pattern but still succeeds in being quite flexible. When a user action is performed e.g. a 

button is clicked, an action, with an action type property e.g. ‘BUTTON_CLICKED‘, is 

dispatched to something called the root reducer. A reducer is a pure function which computes 

the next state of the store according to the action dispatched, a root reducer is the top-level 

reducer which dispatches the action onwards to its sub reducers. In code the dispatching is 

done by switch case statements multiplexing on the action’s type property. After the new 

state has been computed, Redux does a comparison of the old and new state and updates the 

UI elements according to the changes. The Redux data flow is depicted in Figure 9. [36] [37] 

[38] [39] 
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Figure 9 Redux flow 

2.5 REST 

REST short for Representational State Transfer, invented by Roy Fielding in the year 2000, 

is a set of rules, for how to use current web standards such as HTTP and URIs. The six 

fundamental rules of REST are: 

1. Client server – Complete separation of UI and data storage. 

2. Stateless – No contextual data is stored on the server; all context must be provided 

through the request. 

3. Cacheable – Data in responses are labeled as cacheable or non-cacheable, marking 

whether the client has the right to cache the response data for later similar requests. 

4. Uniform interface – REST employs several rules for how the interface is defined, 

centered around resource identifiers. 

5. Layered system – Individual components are constrained in their behavior so that 

they cannot ‘see’ beyond the immediate layer’s bounds. 
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6. Code on demand (optional) – REST allows client code to be downloaded on demand 

in the form of applets or scripts, to reduce the number of features a client must 

implement. 

Fundamental concepts of REST are resources and resource methods. A resource is an 

abstraction for some information, basically any information which can be named can be 

thought of as a resource, REST uses resource identifiers to identify resources. Resources can 

be represented in different ways most commonly by XML or JSON, a representation type is 

known as a media type and is usually defined in the header of the HTTP request. Resource 

methods are methods provided by the REST API which fetch the resource or modify its state. 

The common HTTP methods GET, PUT, POST and DELETE are used for modifying 

resources, Roy Fielding does not give any recommendations of how the methods should be 

used but he emphasizes a uniform interface. [40] [41] 

2.6 Modular application architecture 

Applications often consist of large code-bases, being developed by multiple developers or 

by multiple teams of developers. Problems often arise from many developers working on the 

same code, it quickly results in a big mess which none completely understands. A common 

thing to do is to split the application up into different parts, each responsible for its own area 

of functionality. This allows for code available in modules which are easier to reuse as well 

as it being easier to ensure correct functionality. 

 As the code grows, it will usually take more and more time to assure that new features and 

changes are not breaking existing code, an efficient way of checking whether the code still 

works after a change is to use automated tests. To be able to draw the most benefit from 

automated tests, the code should be implemented with testing in mind. This chapter will 

explore how to structure the programs to achieve modular and testable code. 

2.6.1 Inversion of control 

Inversion of control (IOC), is often seen as the decisive aspect of what makes a framework 

different from a library. Libraries are static containers of classes with methods that can be 

used in code, the use of the library does not alter the flow of the application. In using a 

framework, the framework will be responsible for the flow of some aspect of the program, 

it will decide when to call certain methods which the programmer creates and binds 

accordingly. As an example, a simple .NET application asking the name and quest of the 
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user and then processing the input. In the application in Figure 10, there is no framework 

managing the application flow, the application executes in a procedural manner from top to 

bottom. 

static void Main(string[] args) 
{ 
    Console.WriteLine("What is your name?"); 
    var name = Console.ReadLine(); 
    ProcessName(name); 
 
    Console.WriteLine("What is your favorite programming language"); 
    var lang = Console.ReadLine(); 
    ProcessLang(lang); 
} 

 

Figure 10 Application without IOC 

If the need for a graphical user interface for the application in Figure 10 arises, it can be 

accomplished by using e.g. a framework such as Windows Forms. The framework will then 

take care of calling certain functions when different events occur, the programmer can 

configure bindings between events and methods as to define how the application should 

handle certain events. A simple code example for a Windows Forms application is partially 

depicted in Figure 11. In the example can be seen that, rather than processing the input from 

top to down, the code binds methods to be run when an event, _button.Click, occurs. 

    // ... 
 
    _button1 = new Button(); 
    _nameTextBox = new TextBox(); 
    _langTextBox = new TextBox(); 
    _label1 = new Label(); 
    _label2 = new Label(); 
  
    // setup code... 
 
    _label1.Text = "What is your name?"; 
    _label2.Text = "What is your favorite programming language?"; 
 
    _button1.Click += (s, e) => ProcessName(_nameTextBox.Text); 
    _button1.Click += (s, e) => ProcessLang(_langTextBox.Text); 

    // ... 
 

Figure 11 Example configuration for application using IOC 

By allowing the framework to handle the calling of methods, the control is inverted as it is 

the framework that is calling the programmers code, rather than the programmer calling the 

framework, this is also known as the Hollywood Principle (“Don’t call us, we’ll call you”). 
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The Hollywood Principle is the basis of how frameworks allow for a flexible way of 

abstracting functionality and is used within the .NET application frameworks. [42] 

2.6.2 Dependency injection 

Dependency injection (DI), is a design pattern making use of IOC, DI is a common design 

pattern which can be used with any object-oriented language. Many libraries for DI are 

available online, Microsoft provides its own implementation of a DI container (or injector) 

with ASP .NET Core. DI solves problems related to how objects are created, how an 

application can support multiple configurations, making objects testable and how to achieve 

loose coupling between objects. Some terms will need to be defined before going further, 

client, service, container and interfaces. A service is an object to be used by a client and a 

client is an object using one or many services, these two terms don’t have anything to do 

with the functionality of the objects, it only specifies their role in the injection. The container 

is an object responsible for the creation of services and the interfaces specify the ways in 

which the clients and services may communicate. The way in which DI uses IOC is that the 

container is made aware of the available services by some configuration method and then 

injects the services to the clients that needs them. This way the developer is freed from 

manually connecting the clients and services, the methods used by different containers to 

know which clients need which services varies between implementations. 

There are different ways in which DI can be used, but for simplicity the focus here will be 

on constructor injection as it assures the objects’ state is always valid and is the method 

mostly used in .NET frameworks. This method states that a client’s dependencies are to be 

passed to the client through its constructor as parameters. To illustrate how this plays out 

and the obvious benefits it brings, two simple examples will be introduced. In the first 

example, shown in Figure 12, DI is not used, instead the client, called Logger, is responsible 

of managing the creation of the service, called ConsoleLogWriter. Here, there is no way of 

modifying the behavior of the ILogWriter from the outside the object, in other words, there 

isn’t any way of creating a mock version of the service to be used for testing purposes, nor 

is there any way of configuring the client to use different services. 
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interface ILogWriter 
{ 
    void WriteLog(string msg); 
} 

class Logger 
{ 
    private ILogWriter _logWriter; 
 
    public Logger() 
    { 
        _logWriter = new ConsoleLogWriter(); 
    } 
 
    … 
} 

 

Figure 12 Example not using DI 

By changing the client to receive its services as constructor parameters, these drawbacks can 

be rectified. Figure 13 shows an example of this and can be seen to be a better 

implementation as the objects are decoupled and the client can be configured to use different 

services, provided they implement the same interface.  

 

class Logger 
{ 
    private ILogWriter _logWriter; 
 
    public Logger(ILogWriter logWriter) 
    { 
        _logWriter = logWriter; 
    } 
 
    … 
} 

 

Figure 13 Example using DI 

By using DI, the creation of the services is moved out of the client, meaning a separate 

object, the container, is responsible for the creation of services, this follows the principle of 

single responsibility which states that each object should be responsible for one thing only. 

In the case of constructor dependency injection, the container is also responsible for passing 

services to clients as constructor parameters. In .NET Core the way by which the 

configuration of the DI container takes place is by specifying how dependencies should be 

resolved in the source code, the container then invokes the constructors of the dependencies 

and wires together the dependency chain. [43] [44] 
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2.7 Conclusion 

This chapter gives high-level overview of the different technologies and design principles 

that where evaluated in the research and some were also used for the proof of concept 

application.  

3 Development tools 

This chapter gives an overview of the different developer tools used in the research as well 

as those used for implementing the proof of concept application. 

3.1 Development environment 

As the main development platform used at ABB is .NET the choice of IDE has naturally 

been Microsoft’s Visual Studio. Visual Studio provides a rich development experience as it 

integrates very well with the programming languages of the .NET platform, the main in this 

project being C#. Visual Studio provides many features, the main ones used in this project 

are the code editing features and the templating features for generating code for REST API 

controllers. 

For the JavaScript programming Microsoft’s more light weight text editor, Visual Studio 

Code, was used. The primary reason for not using Visual Studio for the JS coding was that 

the template used to create the React project did not cope well with Visual Studio. The 

features used mostly from Visual Studio Code was its code editing features including its JS 

debugger and its integrated graphical version control system interface. 

For Qt development Qt’s own Qt Creator was used, it provided similar features as the other 

two editors with an additional feature of having Qt’s documentation integrated into it. 

3.2 Version control system 

At ABB many version control systems are used most because of legacy reasons and most 

projects are transitioning towards Git, therefore Git was chosen. As the code written in this 

project is not production code and there being only one developer, the main purpose for 

using a version control system was for keeping track of the work being done and having the 

possibility to revert to earlier stages in the development if necessary; the Git repository 

remained a local repository during the whole project. 
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4 Existing application 

The existing application consists of components built, according to the design principles 

mentioned in Chapter 2.6. These components compose the application logic for a tool to be 

used in the IEC 61850 substation environment, described in Chapter 1.2, since the 

components are made to be modular they can also be reused for other purposes apart from 

this specific application, if the need arises. The GUI layer for the application is separated 

from the application logic by implementing the Model View ViewModel (MVVM) design 

pattern, this makes extending platform support much easier, since only the view and view-

model layers should be platform specific, meaning the models should be framework 

agnostic. On currently supported platforms, the application has view the layer implemented 

using the Xamarin development stack. The view layer uses native backends for Android and 

IOS through Xamarin.Android and Xamarin.IOS. [45] 

5 Planning 

As described in Chapter 1.3 the task was to research the cross-platform capabilities of 

Microsoft’s .NET developer platform, and to create a proof of concept GUI for an existing 

application built with .NET Standard 2.0. Initially an estimated time distribution for the 

project was created, the total time available for this work was about three and a half months. 

The estimate showed that the research part of the project would take up about one month, 

the implementation about one and a half months and the rest would be spent documenting.   

As it turned out the research part took more time than expected, the most time-consuming 

aspect of the research was trying to learn enough about the frameworks to see if they would 

fit the employer’s needs. Most of the frameworks had very limited documentation, meaning 

a lot of time was spent in trial and error. After having spent time learning about a framework 

a prototype was made, often this was where deal breaking downsides emerged, some critical 

functionality was lacking, or the framework appeared to be in a too early development stage 

to be usable. Another time-consuming aspect was gaining a sufficient understanding in how 

the existing application logic functioned, to be able to use it for the new application. 

In the initial task description, the application was to be implemented as a monolithic .NET 

desktop application, this turned out to be more problematic than expected and so the plans 

were later changed to a client server approach. 
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6 Research 

A large part of the project goal was to explore different possibilities in how the existing 

technologies could be used to create cross-platform applications as well as evaluating 

frameworks which could be used to create user interfaces on multiple platforms. The most 

prominent frameworks evaluated are introduced in the theory chapter (Ch. 2). The list of 

criteria for the frameworks was initially quite long and from the start some form of .NET 

desktop technology was planned to be used. As it turned out, .NET does not have good 

support for user interfaces on other platforms than Windows, the only officially supported 

alternative is .NET Core which has support for web and console applications. 

6.1 Desktop solutions  

The initial efforts were focused on finding a .NET desktop framework with support for 

multiple platforms, the ones given the most thought to were: The Gnome Tool Kit (GTK) 

with its C# wrapper GTK# and Avalonia. The problems with these libraries, as was the 

problems with all .NET libraries tried, was that they were either too early in their 

development stage to be worth considering for use in industry or were old and already 

starting to be phased out. Another issue with these frameworks was their documentation, as 

they often are developed by volunteers or open source communities, documentation tends to 

be less prioritized than with software written by large companies. This led to a lot of time 

being spent trying and failing while developing. 

Another prominent candidate was Xamarin.Forms with a GTK backend, initially this seemed 

like a good idea since the current GUIs for the application are implemented using Xamarin. 

However, creating desktop applications with a mobile toolkit did not turn out to be a 

satisfactory solution. The lack of desktop controls as well as the major differences in window 

layout between mobile and desktop platforms quickly made it apparent Xamarin.Forms 

wasn’t a solution. 

6.2  Client server alternatives 

After all the alternatives for a traditional monolithic desktop model had been tried with no 

good solution to be found, the criteria were reconsidered, and the task specification was 

changed. The conclusion was to redo the application according to a client server architecture. 

Using a client server architecture enables the server and UI to run as separate processes and 

allows the UI to be created with whatever technology capable of communicating with the 
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server; meaning the search for a user interface framework no longer was limited to a .NET 

solution. Figure 14 shows an example of what the structure could look like. 

 

Figure 14Client server architecture 

6.2.1 API 

A server application was to be made, tying together the underlying application code with an 

API exposing the application. For this REST was chosen as it is up to date with modern web 

standards and because it was suggested by the employer. The technology for creating the 

REST API had to be .NET Core as the API needs to reference the existing application code 

which is written in .NET Standard. 

6.2.2 Frontend 

For creating a frontend for the application two approaches were evaluated. The first approach 

used the Qt framework (see Ch 2.2) for creating a native desktop UI, the modules evaluated 

was Qt Quick. Qt Quick proved to be a possible solution since it has good support for 

handling dynamic content in the UI through its declarative QML language, is stable, used in 

industry and is supported on Windows, Linux and Mac OSX. It is possible in Qt Quick to 

define application logic in QML through its integration with JavaScript, however when more 

complex logic is to be expressed it must be done in C++. This proved to be cumbersome, 

since it requires a C++ model class for the QML view to be created, this model must inherit 

some pre-defined abstract model classes and override its abstract methods. While all this is 
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possible it proved to be rather time consuming and keeping in mind that C++ isn’t a 

technology currently used within the existing application’s development team it is a 

considerable obstacle. Another obstacle was how to perform the requests to the REST API, 

while there exist solutions to this within the Qt eco system it wasn’t instantly obvious how 

this problem would be solved without having to manage threads manually, which preferably 

should be avoided because it is too bug prone. 

The second approach was a web solution where I used React together with Redux (see Ch. 

2.4). There were many JS alternatives like React, but React was chosen because of its 

flexibility, its corporate backing i.e. Facebook, its high metrics on stack overflow’s most 

loved JS frameworks poll and the fact that no new technologies e.g. languages had to be 

learned, only the standard HTML, CSS and JavaScript were used. Redux was chosen as it 

provides a consistent data flow through the application and because of its store concept 

providing a single source of truth for the whole frontend application. This approach did not 

have the same shortcomings as the Qt approach as only JS had to be used and web 

technologies are by design created to perform API requests and manage dynamic content. 

6.3 Architecture 

As mentioned in Chapter 4 the architecture of the existing application uses the MVVM 

design pattern for separating the UI from the application business logic. Initially the plan 

was to reuse the models for the proof of concept application but after some investigation of 

the existing app, the models proved to be contained in the same assembly as the UI. It proved 

that the existing application had some business logic code present in some of the view-

models which also needs to be moved out to the models. 

This means that to use the models the existing application first must be refactored; the 

models must be extracted from the UI project and a generic application services or models 

project containing the application business logic must be created. This suggested 

architectural structure is shown in Figure 15. The suggested change would allow for more 

code reuse and more easily testable code in case many more applications are created, it also 

allows for different implementations of the application to use the same business logic. As 

Figure 15 shows that UI layers are free to either reference the application services layer 

directly or create an intermediate API layer which exposes the functionality. The application 

services layer shouldn’t make any assumptions on how the UI layer choses to use it but be 

as generic as possible.  
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Figure 15 Application architecture 

6.4 Conclusions 

The conclusions drawn from the research were that an ASP .NET Core REST API was to be 

created exposing the underlying application logic. As the existing application needs 

refactoring, the proposed architectural changes will be implemented only to prove the 

concept and provide the application logic needed for the specified functionality. The actual 

refactoring will remain as future work as it is outside the task’s scope. The frontend 

application was to be created as a web application using React and Redux. 

7 Results  

The application performed all the specified features and lived up to the employer’s 

expectations, even though it did not become a desktop application as initially planned, the 

results from this research might suggest that a web-based UI is sufficient for the employer’s 

needs. The research shows that a version of the application can be created that runs as a web 

or desktop application (provided .NET UI libraries are available) on multiple operating 

systems without introducing more code to maintain (no more than the platform specific 

code).  The application created for this project only serves as a proof of concept and as pilot 

project for the technologies used, it will not be used in any kind of production. Still valuable 

lessons were learned in the process of creating the application and these should be considered 

as results as well.  
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8 Discussion 

I’ve had quite free hands in testing and choosing my tools and technologies. This proved to 

be very rewarding but also challenging since I don’t have much experience in web 

technologies myself. When researching about technologies I mostly spent time reading 

online and trying out simple example programs made with different frameworks. Not all 

alternatives were tried, as there is a plethora of UI frameworks focus was put on the ones 

that seemed to fit our needs and seemed the most stable, however there are still alternatives 

left which could be evaluated.  

During the work some draw backs of the chosen technologies appeared, The REST API 

solution proved to be sub optimal, as the REST specification prohibits keeping any state on 

the server, the database connection had to be closed and re-opened with every request; this 

could become a performance problem in the future. The communication between the UI and 

the API is of the request – response type where the UI alone can send requests, this prevents 

the server from sending updates to the UI when state changes, meaning that e.g. using 

progress bars in the UI isn’t possible. Also, exposing the application through a REST API 

only using common HTTP methods does not make a very intuitive API, in my opinion 

another solution would make up an easier to understand API. I was aware of these limitations 

already when the work started, but as there was an interest in creating a REST API to be 

used for ends other than this application from the employer, REST was chosen. A more 

proper solution in my opinion would be to create the application services mentioned in the 

research (Ch. 4.2.3), on top of which thin API layers could be built. This way one could 

easily get a REST API as well as some other API kind which would be better suited for the 

configuration application.  

The React and Redux combination worked well, an application of this type isn’t very heavy 

on the UI, so it might even be possible to create a tool of larger size using this technology. 

A painful mistake I did in choosing web technologies was that I did not use TypeScript (TS) 

instead of JavaScript, as React supports both, a lot of time spent debugging could have been 

spent more productively with TS. JavaScript was chosen because more documentation of 

using React with JS was available, but since TS is only JS with type annotations, I think it 

would have been worth the effort to learn TS. 

There are many aspects regarding code reusability and platform independency which need 

to be explored still, I will continue to work with this project, researching the possibilities 
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mentioned in this paper. I am thankful to ABB that I got this opportunity to work with 

something that interests me and for the confidence and freedom I have been entrusted with 

in doing this work. 
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